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Wind-Induced Clearances Infringement of Overhead
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owing to cost and design considerations, the existing 270 kV
transmission towers (L12 type) are to be used for this
upgrading purpose. The upgraded system voltage is used to
match the to-be-developed 400 kV connection between
countries North Africa.
In this project, the effects of wind on the tower top
geometry are studied. In particular, it aims to determine
whether the L12 towers are suitable for the upgrading purpose
of the area with the same weather condition.

Abstract—This paper presents a methodical approach,
suggestions and information to design 400 kV transmission lines,
check which types of towers, conductors and insulators are
suitable to use based on wind velocity. as well as calculate the
effect of wind on L12 tower top geometrics, and keep the
probability of flashover very low. In this project, weather and
climate are considered in the design of overhead lines. The
purpose of this paper is to determine the clearances necessary
for a 400 kV line to withstand high wind velocity, and ensure
that conductors have to maintain the clearances under lightning,
switching and TOV (temporary over voltage). Excel and Visio
are used to analyse the results and plot them, in order to find the
swing angle of movement of the insulator and conductor, and the
minimum clearances produced under certain wind speed.
Finally, the return period per year and the probability of
conductor infringes the clearances per year are calculated.

II. MODEL DEVELOPMENT
In this section, details of the modelling work and the
techniques involved are described. Development of several
required models is also presented.

Index Terms—400kV overhead power line, wind impact on
L12 tower, design top geometries.

A. Transmission Line Components
Overhead power lines consist mainly of three parts: tower;
conductor; and insulator. The structure (Tower) for overhead
lines can have a variety of shapes depending on the type of
line. An aluminium alloy conductor (AAAC) is used
primarily for medium and high voltage lines. In this study,
400kV is going to be used with a L12 tower so the suitable
conductor from Table I is 2×700 mm²AAAC (Araucaria ×l).

I. INTRODUCTION
Most overhead transmission lines are exposed to some
natural phenomena such as wind, temperature and humidity,
all of which can, directly or indirectly, cause a change in the
tower top geometry and clearances. Owing to its tall structure,
the overhead line tower is usually subjected to strong winds.
As well as causing vibration in the conductors, high wind
speeds can also cause the conductors to move closer to or
away from the tower body [1], [2].
Both the insulator swing, as well as the conductor swing,
reduces the clearances. The clearances between conductors
and earth structures under the action of wind may also be of
importance. The wind also affects the clearances between the
conductors in mid-; span. The wind velocity is considered as
the basis for tower structural design. The wind velocity may
lead to the ultimate load, which may stress the structure to its
maximum strength capacity. In addition, some other
parameters should also be taken into consideration. These
include the wind direction, time distribution of wind
velocities, return period and maximum wind velocity [2]-[4].
For a given transmission line voltage, the design will take
all aspects into consideration, including the wind-induced
clearances infringement. Currently, the transmission network
in Libya is rated at 270 kV. As a result of the increase in
population and manufacturing activities, the transmission
voltage is intended to be increased to 400 kV. However,

TABLE I: CONDUCTOR TYPE AND SIZE SELECTION BASED ON NOMINAL
VOLTAGES [5].

Insulators must hold and support the conductors, and
withstand both the normal operating voltage and surges owing
to switching and lightning. The minimum creepage length and
the length of the insulator string is as specified in Table II.
There is no tolerance permitted on minimum creepage length
of the insulator string. The overall length of the insulator
string is measured from the bottom of the ball of the last
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insulator to the bottom of an imaginary ball, fitted into the
socket of the first insulator. In the case of a composite unit, the
length is measured from the bottom of the ball to the bottom
of an imaginary ball, fitted into the socket end fitting.

conventionally at the attachment point to the tower in the
direction of the wind, and its intensity is given by:

Ac  ai  Gi

m2

(2)

TABLE II: OVERHEAD LINE 400 KV INSULATOR STRING [6]
Minimum creepage
Insulator string
length(mm)
length(mm) ±2%
Tension
9000
4200
Suspension
12500
4100

B. Loadings Applied To Transmission Line Components
Wind load is one of the important factors that should be
taken into consideration when designing reliable overhead
transmission lines. The displacement of live conductors and
insulators towards the tower body will shorten the clearances,
increasing the risk of electrical flashover, while movement
away from the tower body may cause an infringement of the
shielding angle coverage, and expose lines to a direct
lightning strike. The wind direction has a high impact on the
clearances infringement. Wind perpendicular to the
conductors has the greatest impact to move the conductors in
tower direction and induce maximum swing angle. As shown
in Fig. 1.

Fig. 2. Swing angle and related required clearances for 400 kV system
voltage.

Fig. 3. Illustration method in determining the wind loading on conductor.

The total wind loading area of the insulators is determined
by multiplying the total area seen in side view, ai, by the drag
factor, Gi, as shown in equation 2.

Fig. 1. Configuration of L2U tower for wind impact analysis.

C. Wind Loads on Conductors and Insulators
Winds that hit the connectors can be considered as
mechanical loads, these loads known as the wind pressure
load ( Ac ). Wind pressure is directly proportional to the
mechanical tensile. Due to the effect of wind on the span
length L, the loads resulting from the wind can be calculated
from the equation (1).

Ac  Cc  dcr  K 

L1  L2
 sin 2 
2

m2

(1)

In the above equation, Cc is the drag coefficient factor, dcr is
the conductor diameter in meters, and k is the span correction
factor. L1 and L2 are the spans of a line erected on three towers,
shown in Fig. 3 below. Ω is the wind direction angle in
degrees, with respect to the span line (also shown in Fig. 3).
Wind loads acting on insulator sets come from the load Ac
transferred by the conductors, and from the wind pressure
acting directly on the insulators. The latter load is applied
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D. Swing of Conductors
High wind velocity can cause significant problems for
transmission lines. In many countries, most of the overhead
transmission lines cross desert and open areas, and some are
located at high altitude. For these reasons, the overhead power
line tower structure is exposed to the effect of weather, such
as strong wind (in fact, the wind speed increases when the
altitude increases). This amount of wind speed force the
conductor to move in fluctuation shape so the electrical
clearances will change depending on the speed velocity. If the
wind stays for a long time, the conductors will transfer the
movement to the insulators’ support, as shown in Fig. 4,
where the movement of the insulator caused the swing angle
movement to the insulators’ support, as shown in Fig. 4,
where the movement of the insulator caused the swing angle.
This movement of live conductors and insulators towards
the tower structure will shorten the clearances between the
conductors and tower, which increases the risk of electrical
flashover.
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velocity occurring at a specified height above the site ground
level, z, is obtained from the formulae defined in equations 5
and 6, for open terrain with few obstacles.

swing angle
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When designing the tower top geometry, the distance
between the live conductors and the nearest earthed structure
should exceed the safety clearance value in still air and light
wind. In many Europe countries, a swing angle up to 10°
should not lead to any infringement of any stated clearance. In
very high winds that cause a large swing angle (35°based on
the data in [4]), the infringement will happen, and the
clearances will only withstand the power frequency voltage
which is required in this case. probability to have lightning
and high wind speed at the same time very rare.
The methods for calculating the reposition of conductors
and insulators towards an overhead line tower due to the wind
speed created by the CIGRE Working Group [4]. Also some
changes made to adapt the condition of high wind speed. The
swing angle of an overhead line conductor and insulator is
determined by the formula given in equation 3.







z  10  he m.s-1 (5)

V 
z 
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Fig. 4. Determination of swing angle on the basis of relative horizontal (wind)
and vertical (system weight) forces.
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In equation 3, q z is the dynamic wind pressure, Ac is the
wind loading area of the conductor, Ai is the wind loading area
of the insulators, Wc is the total weight of the conductors, and
Wi is the total weight of the insulators. The equation
effectively derives the swing angle on the basis of relative
horizontal (wind) and vertical (system weight) forces. To
determine the dynamic wind pressure, qz, that is used in
equation 3, it is important to understand the wind speed
distributions used to calculate this value.
Reference wind speeds, VR, are presented in standards [6].
VR can be used to calculate the maximum average 10-minute
wind speed, VT, which will occur in a given return period. For
a return period that is equal to or greater than two years, the
modified version of Gumbel’s formula [6] can be used. This is
shown below as equation 4.

1
6  (4)
VT  2 year  VR   VR 0.45  ln( ln(1  )) 

T
 


Accounting for the roughness of terrain and the height of
the considered conductor. Vz , the average value of wind
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Using the value Vz , the dynamic wind pressure, q z , can be
calculated as shown in equation 7 below. The air density,  ,
depends on the temperature and the altitude of the line above
sea level [7], [8]. In general, ρ may be taken as 1.22 kg.m3 ,
based on a temperature measurement of +20 °C and a height
of 0 m above sea level.

qz 


2

 Vz

2

(7)

E. Conventional L12 Tower
The L12 tower is a new model for delivering energy at 400
kV. A twin bundle of 700 mm²AAAC is preferred for use.
The tower is designed to ensure sufficient electrical
clearances. The ratio of creepage distance to insulator length
used in this case is 3.05 [8]. This ratio is obtained by dividing
the required 12.5 m creepage distance by the insulator length
4.1m, as shown in Fig. 5, which illustrates the main
dimensions of a typical L12 tower. The study is based on
towers carrying twin conductor bundles (separated at 0.5 m by
horizontal spacers) of AAAC Araucaria conductors, of
0.03726 m diameter and total weight of 18.5 kN, based on
manufacturer’s data of 0.023 kN/m for 400 m span. This span
value is for a L12 tower [9], [10] and is the metric equivalent
of 1,312 ft. The insulator is taken to be equipped with fittings
with a total length of 0.5 m, giving a total string length of 4.6
m. The insulator used in this case study is taken to have a wind
loading area 0.8 m², and a drag factor 0.12, according to the
data in [7], [11]-[13].
The L12 tower is a new model for delivering energy at 400
kV. A twin bundle of 700 mm²AAAC is preferred for use.
The tower is designed to ensure sufficient electrical
clearances. The ratio of creepage distance to insulator length
used in this case is 3.05 [8]. This ratio is obtained by dividing
the required 12.5 m creepage distance by the insulator length
4.1m, as shown in Fig. 5, which illustrates the main
dimensions of a typical L12 tower. The study is based on
towers carrying twin conductor bundles (separated at 0.5 m by
horizontal spacers) of AAAC Araucaria conductors, of
0.03726 m diameter and total weight of 18.5 kN, based on
manufacturer’s data of 0.023 kN/m for 400 m span. This span
value is for a L12 tower [9], [10] and is the metric equivalent
of 1,312 ft. The insulator is taken to be equipped with fittings
with a total length of 0.5 m, giving a total string length of 4.6
m. The insulator used in this case study is taken to have a wind
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loading area 0.8 m², and a drag factor 0.12, according to the
data in [7], [11]-[13].
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Fig. 6. Analysis of 400kV L12 tower.
5.53m
12.36m

kn, is the horizontal distance between the conductor tower
body at any swing angle possible. kw, presents the vertical
distance between the conductor and top cross-arm based on
swing angle and conductor movement.

4.36m

Tower details
Voltage system 400kV.
2ˣ700 sq.mm AAAC Araucaria
conductor.
Span length 400m.
Insulator length 4.1m.
Insulator plus fittings length
4.6m.

 aa  sin( ) 


kw  [ab]   (cc  tan( )  ca  2)  cos( )  2  ab  sin( / 2)  (9)


cos( )
 sin( )  (2  ab  sin( / 2))

11.74m

GROUND LEVEL
7.060m

Fig. 5. Dimensional details of 400kV L12 tower.

kw2’ presents the vertical distance between the conductor
and bottom cross-arm based on swing angle and conductor
movement.

On the basis of the insulator and the height of the lower
cross-arm, the 7.6 m minimum clearance to ground [12], [14],
[15] will be infringed only when the sag exceeds 12 m. This
value of sag is therefore used as reference. The normal sag for
400 m span is 5.4 m. In this case the distance between the
conductor and ground is 14.5 m, which is greater than 7.6m;
the minimum clearance to the ground.

kw2   sin( )  2  ab  sin( / 2)  

(c2 a2  (cc  gf )) 
ba2 

c2 c2



F. Derivation of Equations to Calculate Distance
Infringement
When the insulator moves owing to the wind action, the
distance between the conductor and tower body infringes
either to increase or decrease. The distance infringement will
vary from one cross-arm to another, depending on the
cross-arm length and its height from ground level. To
calculate the distance infringement, some analysis should be
taken into consideration on the tower, as shown in Fig. 6.
Then, some equations have to find the horizontal and vertical
distances between the conductors and any part of the tower
body.
It is necessary to name all the tower parts and the possible
positions to drive accurate equations. For example: CC’ is the
cross-arm length, AB the insulator length and NK is the
possible distance between the conductor and tower body etc.
Then, the equations can be found based on these tower parts
(Fig. 6), names as shown in the equations (8 to 10) below.

(10)

(cc  gf )  ( cos( )  2  ab  sin( / 2) ) 

 c2 a2 

c2 c2



As a matter of fact, equations (8) and (9), mentioned above,
can be used for all top, middle and bottom cross-arms.
Equation 10 can be used for the top and middle cross-arms,
and it has to be modified for use in the bottom cross-arm,
because there is no impediment under the bottom cross-arm
and it is subjected directly to the ground.

k3 g3  b3 g3  sin( )  2  a3b3  sin( 2)

(11)

k3g3 is the vertical distance between the conductor in lower
cross-arm and the ground level based on swing angle and the
conductor movement.
G. Calculation of Clearances for Fast Front, Slow Front,
and PF over Voltages
In ‘still air’ the clearances have to be wide enough to
withstand lightning and switching impulses. The lightning
impulse used is that which can propagate beyond a few towers
from the point of the lightning strike. For the purpose of
determining clearances this is taken as U50FF, the mean

 ab  ce   sin( )  (2  ab  sin( / 2)) 



kn   cc     tan( )  ce 
  (8)

 

  ca / 2 

 cos( )  (2  ab  sin( / 2))    condbundle / 2
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lightning impulse voltage which results in 50% flashover and
50% withstands of gap formed between the live parts and the
tower. The switching impulse used is the highest that can
occur on the lines called UmaxSF. There are ways of limiting
the switching surges, such as line entry surge arresters or
pre-insertion resistors, in which case the appropriate UmaxSF
is the maximum value which can occur on the transmission
lines. The corresponding distance for lightning LFF and LSF,
are calculated using the formulae below, which are based on
IEC60071.

horizontal clearances side (first case), as the infringement of
the safety and transient clearances can occur for a 27ºswing
angle. In contrast, a large swing angle (≥40º) is needed for
vertical clearance between the conductor and the cross-arm
above to infringe these clearances. This value is above the
maximum limit of 35ºdefined in [4], so the chance of the
conductor position infringing the safety clearance is zero. In
addition, the third case chance of infringing the safety and
electrical clearance is also zero.
6

LFF 
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III. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS RESULTS

conductor to cross arm above (vertical)
2.6m Switching distance

conductor to cross arm below (vertical)
2.51m lightning distance

Fig. 7. Relationship of the swing angle with the distance from tower to the
top cross-arm conductor for 400kV L12 tower.

Since 1970, 270 kV overhead transmission lines have been
used in Libya to supply electricity to Benghazi City (northern
part of the country). Nowadays, owing to the increase in
population, a 400 kV system will be used instead of 275 kV in
the near future. In the case of 400 kV, twin bundles of 500
mm2 or 700 mm2 AAAC type conductor are preferred, and
4.6 m insulator length [15]. According to GECOL design
standard, VR = 35 m.s-1 [2].
Apply in equations 1 to 7 to calculate the swing angle at this
amount of wind speed 35 m.s-1and the result as shows in table
3.

Fig. 8 shows the relation of the swing angle and the distance
between the top cross-arm conductor and the tower body
(horizontal), cross- arm above (vertical) and cross-arm below
(vertical) for the base design. In the first and second cases, the
swing angle increases as the clearances decreases. In the third
case, the swing angle increases as the clearance increases as
well.
9
8
7

TABLE III: OVERHEAD LINE 400 KV INSULATOR STRING [6]

VZ

qz

AC

34.78
m.s-1

38.86
m.s-1

921

11.9
m2

max

Air gap (m)

VT

31
deg

infringe 3.1m safety
clearance at 40º

6
5
4

3.1m safety distance

3
2

The clearances have to be wide enough to withstand
lightning and switching impulses. These clearances are
calculated according to equations 3.15, 3.16 and 3.17, based
on IEC 60071-1 (1993), and find the conductor distance to
tower body to withstand lightning U50, switching U50 and
TOV. After applying the equations, the clearance is found as
follows: LFF=2.51 m, LSF = 2.6 m and LPF = 0.9 m.
Fig. 7 shows the relation of the swing angle and the distance
between the top cross-arm conductor and the tower body
(horizontal), as well as the cross-arm above (vertical) and the
cross-arm below (vertical) for the base design. In the first and
second cases, the swing angle increases as the clearances
decrease. In the third case the swing angle increases as the
clearance also increases. The impact is most significant on the

1

2.6m switching distance
2.51m lightning distance
0.9m TOV
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conductor to tower body ( horizontal)

conductor to cross arm above (vertical)

conductor to cross arm below (vertical)

Fig. 8. Relationship of swing angle with the distance from tower to the
middle cross-arm conductor for 400kV L12 tower.

The impact is most significant on the vertical clearances
side (second case), as the infringement of the safety and
transient clearances can occur for a 40ºswing angle. In first
(horizontal) and third (vertical to lower cross-arm) cases, the
likelihood of the conductor position infringing the safety and
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electrical clearances is zero, because the middle cross-arm is
long, as shown in Fig. 5 (middle cross-arm 8.12m length).
Fig. 9 shows the relation of the swing angle and the distance
between the top cross-arm conductor and the tower body
(horizontal), and the cross-arm above (vertical) and cross-arm
below (vertical) for the base design. In the first and second
cases, the swing angle increases as the clearances decreases.
The third case here is different because there is no cross-arm
below the Lower cross-arm (as shown in Fig. 3 and 4), and the
Lower cross-arm is subjected to the ground, and the distance
to the ground is almost 20m.

average wind the conductor height does not change much,
from VZ = 0 to VZ=20 msˉ¹ The change in conductor height is
less than 0.07 m, but if the conductor is stroked by high or
extremely high wind speeds the change in conductor height
will be remarkable, from VZ = 20 to VZ=45 msˉ¹ the change in
conductor height exceed to reach 1 m.
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Fig. 11. Relationship between the conductor height from the ground and
wind speed of 400kV L12 tower.
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Fig. 9. Relationship of swing angle with the distance from tower to the Lower
cross-arm conductor for 400kV L12 tower.

The impact is most significant on the horizontal clearances
side (first case), as the infringement of the safety and transient
clearances can occur for a 32ºswing angle. The chance of
clearance infringing the vertical distance between the
conductor in lower cross-arm and cross-arm above is zero,
because more than 35º is needed to make this clearance
infringement.
High wind speeds drive the conductor to move closer to the
tower body. The displacement of live conductors and
insulators towards the tower body will shorten the clearances,
as shown in Fig. 10; the relationship between wind speed and
conductor distance to tower body.

In still air the clearances have to be wide enough to
withstand lightning and switching impulses. The probability
of having maximum wind speed and a lightning strike at the
same time is very low, so it can be ignored. Therefore, the
graph in Fig. 7 can be plotted in terms of the relationship
between the tower and the nearest conductor. This is shown in
Fig. 12 below. The required withstand levels are also shown
in the graph.
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1050 kV Switching overvoltages
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Fig. 12. Relationship of the swing angle with U50 overvoltage levels of the
base case 400kV L12 tower.

The data plotted in these graphs from Fig. 6 to Fig. 12 can
be used to calculate the annual frequency at which the swing
angle will be such that a particular clearance will be infringed.
In this base case, a wind speed value of 34 m/s, as described
above, will move the conductors and the insulators through an
angle of 26.5°, causing them to infringe the 3.1 m safety
distance. This corresponds to a return period of 0.0034 years,
or once every 1.25 days. Statistically, the line may therefore
see an infringement of the safety clearance roughly 292 times
per year.
In the same way, a wind speed of 40 m/s will put the tower

Fig. 10. Horizontal clearance between conductor and tower body as a
function of wind speed of 400kV L12 tower.

High wind speeds also drive the conductor to move up
towards the upper cross-arm and away from the ground. Even
if the change is not much, it is still considered as much the
wind speed increase as the height of the conductor increase as
shown in Fig. 11. When the conductor IS exposed to light or
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at risk of flashover during conditions where switching surges
occur. This will happen with a return period of 0.013 years, or
once every 4.6 days (79 times per year). A similar means is
used to find lightning impulses; 41 m/s makes the tower a
lightning hazard during conditions where lightning occurs.
This will happen in return period of 0.014 years or once every
5.1 days (71 times per year). It is extremely unlikely that the
temporary overvoltage clearance will ever be exceeded; the
wind speeds required for a 70 swing are likely to have caused
other mechanical damage to the tower. All of this information
is summarised in Table IV to Table VI.

IV. CONCLUSION
Only wind direction perpendicular to the line causes
maximum swing angles. Since very often only the time
distribution of wind velocities is known, without reference to
the wind direction, the time probability of swing angles has to
be determined by approximation. In this paper, some methods
and approaches have been found to calculate the swing angle
Φ, for 400 kV lines located in Northern Libya. The wind time
distribution has also been calculated in this paper. In still air,
or under very moderate winds, the clearances should be wide
enough to withstand lightning or switching impulse voltages,
and in under high wind the clearances may be related to power
frequency voltage.
The clearances necessary to withstand The 400 kV line in
normal and abnormal conditions have been determined. The
conductors have to maintain the clearances under lightning,
switching and TOV (temporary over voltage). According to
the result in this project, the Top cross-arm is the most
significant part of tower that is exposed to the impact of wind,
because it is the highest in height and shortest in length.
Therefore, the study referred to the top cross-arm, as the
impact is also most significant on the horizontal clearances
side, as the infringement of the safety and transient clearances
can occur at a small swing angle (27º).
The chance of infringing the vertical clearances is almost
zero because the swing angle should exceed 35ºto achieve
that infringement. Therefore, even the effects of these two
vertical clearances are ignored in this analysis.
In this project, Visio and Excel modelling are important
because they provide key information about the
characteristics of the 400 kV transmission line tower for
investigation and prediction of the wind impact on a L12
tower. The aim and objectives of this project have been
mostly achieved. The Excel model can be used to study any
type of tower, such as U2, L12 and U6. In this case, a L12
tower was used. Average Wind speed in Libya was the
reference in this study case, and the characteristics of the L12
tower were used to find the wind impact on a L12 tower if
installed in Libya.

TABLE IV: PROBABILITY OF INFRINGEMENT OF HORIZONTAL CLEARANCES
OWING TO CONDUCTOR SWING FOR BASE CASE TOWER DESIGN FOR TOP
CROSS-ARM

TABLE V: PROBABILITY OF INFRINGEMENT OF VERTICAL CLEARANCES
BETWEEN CONDUCTOR AND CROSS-ARM OWING TO CONDUCTOR SWING FOR
400KV L12 TOWER FOR TOP CROSS-ARM
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